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Introduction
Technologyassisted review (TAR) has proven to be a superior alternative to manual,
human review for large document sets — in terms of both cost savings and search quality.
Studies conducted as part of the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) show TAR produces higher
levels of recall and precision as well as better relevancy calibration.1 For these reasons, courts
are seeing the value of TAR, and in some instances, ordering parties to implement TAR
methodologies.2 Most early TARrelated court opinions commend a high level of cooperation
and disclosure between opposing parties. However, the inherent risks associated with
overdisclosure may discourage litigators from adopting TAR methodologies. A balance must be
struck between the duty to cooperate and the duty to zealously represent a client’s interests.
Minimization of litigation costs and avoidance of sanctions necessitate cooperation
between parties. However, balancing a client’s interest in minimizing costs, while maintaining
privilege and confidentiality can be complicated. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure say
nothing about review method disclosure requirements. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(f)
requires that parties “meet and confer” regarding issues related to the disclosure of ESI, but the
Rule and Committee Notes only list preservation and form of production as disclosure issues to
be discussed.3 Courts look favorably upon early cooperation between parties to establish an
agreedupon review methodology, noting that early agreement can avoid lengthy discovery
disputes later, thereby lowering litigation costs.4 Further, The Sedona Conference® Cooperation
Proclamation, endorsed by over one hundred judges, encourages parties to jointly develop
“automated search and retrieval methodologies to cull relevant information.”5 Conversely, courts
have generally found that unilaterally created keyword lists and search protocols provide little
evidence as to the defensibility of one’s review methodology.6 As such, producing parties should
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be prepared to disclose their intended method of review and proposed search terms with
opposing counsel who seek to reach agreement on these issues.
Recent Court Decisions
Recent court decisions regarding the use of TAR expand producing parties’ disclosure
requirements beyond discussions of keywords and review methodologies. In Da Silva Moore,
the landmark electronic discovery decision that first recognized the appropriate use of predictive
coding, Judge Peck advised the producing party “to give [their] seed set, including the seed
documents marked as nonresponsive to plaintiff’s counsel,” should they choose to utilize
predictive coding.7 Later, Judge Peck noted that he considered the producing party’s transparent
process, which included disclosing both the responsive and nonresponsive documents that
comprised the seed set, as a factor in finding that the use of predictive coding was appropriate.8
Taking cooperation a step further, the court in In re Actos Products Liability Litigation, approved a
case management order that included the joint initial review of a random selection of five
hundred nonprivileged emails conducted by members of both the producing and requesting
parties.9
In contrast, traditional linear review imposes no expectation on producing parties to
disclose nonrelevant documents or share their review protocol. The court in Lockheed Martin
Corp. v. L3 Communications Corp., found that “documents containing instructions about how
to conduct the search and what specifically to search for are opinion work product.”10 Similarly,
in Burroughs Wellcome Co. v. Barr Laboratories, Inc., “the court agree[d] with plaintiff that the
compilation of search results reflects the legal strategy of counsel.”11 Judge Miller, in In Re:
Biomet M2a Magnum Hip Implant Products Liability Litigation, saw no need for “counsel from
both sides to sit in adjoining seats while rummaging through millions of files that [have not] been
reviewed for confidentiality or privilege.”12 Even Judge Peck, while praising the producing party’s
high level of transparency, recognized that “not all experienced ESI counsel believe it necessary
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to be as transparent as [the producing party] was willing to be in Da Silva Moore.”13
Alternative Methods for Establishing Transparency
The aforementioned conflict of interest created by TAR’s increased transparency
expectations and the Model Rule of Professional Conduct 1.6(c), which requires lawyers to
make reasonable efforts to prevent unreasonable disclosures of client information, alarm many
legal practitioners.14 Thus, the acceptable threshold for transparency between opposing parties
should stop short of dissuading the responding party from implementing a TAR methodology. As
an alternative to disclosing their seed set, review protocol, or iterative process, opposing parties
should:
1) meet early to establish protections for inadvertently disclosed documents;
2) rely on sampling and the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 26(g) and 34(b)(2)
for assurance of the review method’s completeness; and
3) as a last line of defense utilize thirdparty neutrals and incamera review of
specific contentious documents when relevancy calibration concerns arise.
I. Establish Protections
As an initial step, the parties should seek a court order under Fed. R. Evid. 502(d), which
protects the producing party from waiving privilege on any inadvertently disclosed documents,
both in the current matter and any other federal or state matter.15 The Advisory Committee’s
Note on subsection (d) states that, “the court order may provide for return of documents without
waiver irrespective of the care taken by the disclosing party; the rule contemplates enforcement
of ‘clawback’ and ‘quick peek’ arrangements as a way to avoid the excessive costs of
preproduction review for privilege and work product.”16 Failure to obtain a 502(d) order may put a
producing party at risk for malpractice.17 Once these initial protections are in place, the parties
should consider how to best implement a defensible review methodology that does not overly
expose the producing party to disclosure risks.
II. Rely on Sampling
Statistical sampling has been recognized as a defensible tool for many uses in electronic
discovery. 18 Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 34(b)(2) provides that absent a timely objection, the
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producing party must produce all documents to a request.19 Thus, rather than relying on the
current trend of sharing all nonprivileged documents used in the training sets and jointly making
relevancy determinations, transparency should be established through reliance on anonymized
metrics in conjunction with the assurances set forth in Rule 26(g)(1)(B), that the producing
party’s disclosures are “complete and correct”.20 In doing this, the producing party, codes a
statistically valid sample of the data universe for relevancy and privilege. The relevant,
nonprivileged document population is then produced to opposing counsel for review and
feedback. Results of the statistical sample provide insight for both parties as to the composition
of the document universe and can be used to set benchmarks for the review. The requesting
party can use this information to validate current search terms, suggest new ones, or make
suggestions regarding the creation of the initial seed set. Further, the parties can use the
information from the sample to set mutually agreeable thresholds for recall and precision. Upon
review completion, the producing party should review a statistically valid sample of the discarded
documents, as well as the documents determined to be relevant. The discarded document
sample will show if any documents highly relevant to either the claims or defenses of the case
were excluded from the production set. The production set sample serves as a quality control
measure ensuring that confidential and privileged documents are removed and no large sets of
irrelevant documents exist within the production set. A discrepancy analysis, where the
producing party reviews documents with relevancy determinations made by the technology that
differ from the determination made by the human reviewer for accuracy, could be conducted as
a final measure of the systems’ efficacy. Sharing the statistical results of these quality control
methods (as opposed to the sample sets) with interested opposing counsel serves as an
alternate means of assurance that no relevant documents were missed during the TAR.
III. InCamera Review
Thirdparty neutrals and incamera reviews of specific documents or sensitive
caserelated materials can serve as a final means of illustrating the defensibility of one’s TAR
methodology or settling relevancy calibration concerns. In EEOC v. Original Honeybaked Ham
Co., where Plaintiffs were required to turn over their personal email, text messages, and social
media information, the court took special steps to protect the plaintiffs’ private information.21
Here, the court ordered the parties to jointly define the parameters of discoverable data. The
plaintiffs submitted their login credentials to a courtappointed special master who accessed
their digital information for incamera relevancy review. Upon completion of the incamera
review, Plaintiffs assessed relevant documents culled out by the court for privilege and created a
privilege log. The scope of required disclosure in Honeybaked Ham  requiring plaintiffs to reveal
passwords and allow access to private data is concerning. However, the court’s use of neutral
special masters and incamera reviews, which provide an effective alternative to broad, open
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disclosure between opposing parties, can be used to settle relevancy and defensibility issues
related to TAR.
Conclusion
The amount of data created doubles every two years.22 In order to keep pace with the
rate of data creation, the legal field must rely on advances in technology. Studies consistently
show TAR to be at least as effective as alternative methods of review, while allowing for
considerable cost savings.23 Widespread adoption of TAR should be encouraged by establishing
standards that reduce the professional and ethical risks associated with the current trends of
increased transparency and broad disclosure between parties. Typical of any new technology,
as TAR becomes more common and attorneys gain a better understanding of its capabilities,
concerns regarding its efficacy will abate. Alternatives to increased transparency — such as the
early establishment of protections for inadvertent disclosures, use of sampling to establish TAR
defensibility, and reliance on neutrals to settle issues involving privileged subject matter —
encourage TAR adoption by providing necessary assurances that the review method works
correctly, while allowing attorneys to effectively represent their clients.
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